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Safeguarding – a key priority for the
Commission and charities
 The Commission’s supervisory and monitoring role
 Charity and trustee safeguarding duties and
responsibilities
 Our response to this year’s safeguarding issues
 Safeguarding taskforce - sharing lessons from the
incidents reported
 The importance of full and frank reporting of serious
safeguarding incidents at the earliest possible stage
 Serious incident reporting myths
 Partner challenges
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Safeguarding and protecting people
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At its Most Basic - Four Expectations
The importance of:
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Know who you work with
Two main factors determine relevant checks:
Area of charity operations (UK or Non-UK)
Nationality (UK individual or Non-UK individual)
UK role
UK national
• Basic DBS* check or higher, depending
on role

Non-UK role
UK national
• Basic DBS* check or higher
• International Child Protection Certificate
• Certificate of Good Character, if
individual has previously lived overseas

*cf Scotland and Northern Ireland

UK role
Non-UK national
• Basic DBS* check or higher
• Certificate of Good Character

Non-UK role
Non-UK national
• Basic DBS* check or higher
• Certificate of Good Character
• International Child Protection Certificate,
if individual has previously lived in UK
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Responding to this year’s events: IDC Report
“We are clear that sexual exploitation and abuse …. have
absolutely no place in charity. …. The charity sector must
go further than simply box–ticking against their legal duties
or improving procedures and policies.”
It is time for charities and their leadership to fully confront
these issues with a real commitment to lasting and
demonstrable change. …. Charities must live their values”

Charity Commission’s statement on IDC report

• Post IDC report:
• Need to accept it is /has been happening – across
organisations, countries and institution, and sector
response was not good enough
• Time for the leadership of charities to fully confront
these issues, with a real commitment to lasting and
demonstrable change
• Time to move now from words and commitments,
to change and actions, with momentum
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Taking proactive action
Annual compliance
work report
(Feb 2018)

case

Report covers safeguarding
cases learning and requires
improvement in charities’
safeguarding governance

Trustee Fitness
(changes in Aug 2018)
Certain sexual offences added
to auto disqualification list

Letters to charities based on
Annual Return
Proactive action with
charities on their
safeguarding policies
and work with
beneficiaries at risk

Regulatory
Alerts

1,544
letters

Changes to AR18
Safeguarding and DBS
checks
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Charity Commission actions
Listening to feedback in the groups and from our
direct engagement with charities
RSIs – guidance clarifications, direct engagement
with charities that make, or wish to make multiple or
bulk reports, exploring digital solutions
Working with agencies and partners – linking
OSCR/CCNI, help from police and law enforcement
on what/how to report on overseas incidents, DFID,
Home Office, DBS and DCMS
Whistleblowing – improving our approach
Online Guidance – improving existing safeguarding
guidance format and accessibility, adding new
strands of guidance/ tools as requested by charities
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Whistleblowing – improving our approach
 Revised our online
whistle-blowing
guidance
 Future helpline
 Published an annual
Whistle-blowing report
(about the disclosures
received)
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Guidance - Safeguarding and protecting people
for charities and trustees
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Commission temporary Taskforce –
review of historic cases
5,501 items reviewed [1 April 2014 – 20 February 2018]
• 4,808 were serious incident reports from charities
• Significant under-reporting - fewer than 1% (0.9%)
of registered charities submitted a report of a serious
safeguarding incident
• Lack of understanding of the threshold to report serious
incidents, and late reporting - (66%) more than two
months after the incident
• 632 from other regulators, agencies or other
authorities/ 61 items were whistleblowing reports
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RSI reporting
Safeguarding is largest type of Report of Serious
Incident (RSI) we receive, with numbers rising:

IDC found safeguarding
incidents still underreported

Classifications of charity that submitted safeguarding RSIs

Taskforce analysis serious safeguarding
incidents – Feb - May 2018
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Some common casework issues

• Failure to adequately identify safeguarding risks
• Inadequate training and safeguarding skills
• Poor/ineffective line of sight by trustees/ senior
leadership – need clear lines of accountability and
understanding of what needs upwards internal
reporting
• Weaknesses in safeguarding policy portfolio which
permit poor or inconsistent practice, or increase risk
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Some common casework issues

• Failures to manage conflicts of interest or loyalty
• Inadequate due diligence on connected persons/ third
parties
• Easy exits of persons of concern
• Focus on reputation at expense of beneficiaries
• ‘Tick box’ approach to compliance
• Weak internal assurance mechanisms and/or over
reliance on external inspections
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Serious Incident Reporting
Purpose - ultimately to hold trustees to account
Managing incident responsibly - complied
with duties – including risk management
Regulatory advice or guidance and/or in
few cases intervene early
Identify trends and common themes
Assess and act on the risks to other
charities
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Expectations on reporting
When charities report:
• What happened?
• What are they doing about it?
• Reported to police if criminal – or can justify
decision not to
• Timely reporting
• Full and frank disclosure of reportable incidents
• If they need to report back, they do so
• Report material changes of facts and significant
developments
• Reporting certain overseas criminal activities by a
British national/UK resident to UK police authorities
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Guidance - reporting criminal
safeguarding offences
Offence in the UK
Report to (local) police, and/or statutory safeguarding or
other authority

Offence overseas
Report to local law enforcement authorities and/or
safeguarding organisations overseas
BUT - consider cultural and legal differences and sensitivities

Child offences – report to the National Crime Agency
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RSI myths
• Reporting a serious incident always results in us
taking regulatory action against the charity
• We routinely disclose details of the RSIs received
to the public/press
• RSI regime is not clear on what types of incident
should be reported
• Serious incidents involving partners charities fund
do not need to be reported
• All serious incidents involving partners charities
fund do need to be reported
• There is only a need to report an incident if it is in
the media
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Partner challenges
If a charity use partners, how satisfied is it that they:




Meet the same four basic expectations on the charity itself?
Have an appropriate culture, environment, policies, procedures?
Have effective reporting mechanisms back to the charity?

Overseas context poses particular issues – not excuses – all the
more important:

Charity group
structures

Direct delivery, partner
delivery or a mix

Multiple partners
and joint projects

Different legal
systems

Working in conflict
zones

Different cultures or
practices

Partner challenges – what every charity
needs to consider

• Its activities?
• size?
• partner
relationship?
• funding?
• staffing?

Events/ issues that
could significantly
affect the charity,
its staff,
operations,
finances, and/or
reputation?

Serious enough
to be reported
to the
Commission?
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Impact of incident on partner/ donor relationship

Irrespective
of whether
report needs
to be made to
the Charity
Commission,
consider:

•Notifiable/ trigger event under
funding arrangements?
•Operational impact on project?
•Due diligence – is the partner still
suitable?
•Impact of reputational damage?
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Safeguarding and Protecting People

Put People First:
‘Safeguarding should be a priority for all charities,
not just those working with groups traditionally
considered at risk.’
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